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Abstract
This demonstration shows an integrated query
processing environment where users can seamlessly query both a data stream management
system and a sensor network with one query
expression. By integrating the two query processing systems, the optimization goals of the
sensor network (primarily power) and server
network (primarily latency and quality) can
be unified into one quality of service metric.
The demo shows various steps of the unified
optimization process for a sample query where
the effects of each step that the optimizer
takes can be directly viewed using a quality
of service monitor. Our demo includes sensors
deployed in the demo area in a tiny mockup
of a factory application.
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Introduction

Collections of tiny, radio-equipped, battery-powered
sensing devices, or sensornets promise to collect a significant amount of interesting data about the world
around us. Unlike conventional remote (satellitebased) sensing which typically consists of large images,
sound files, or scientific data processed by individually developed software, much of the data from sensornets promises to be small, tuple-oriented, and structured. Typical applications include sensors that continuously report the temperature of refrigerated boxes
being shipped across the country to detect spoilage or
theft, or sensors that report the light and temperature
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values in various offices in a building as input to an
HVAC (Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning)
control system. In recent years we have seen the development of sensor network query-processing systems
(SNQPs), most notably Cougar [1] and TinyDB [8].
Alone, these systems provide a convenient interface for extracting data from sensornets. Furthermore, query optimization appears to be a promising approach for reducing sensornet power consumption [11, 7, 4], the primary sensor performance metric [6, 10]. Despite the promising advances seen in
the research, we believe there is a substantial opportunity to further improve both the power efficiency and
utility of SNQPs by their integration with one of several streaming database systems, such as STREAM [9],
TelegraphCQ [5], or Aurora [3], commonly referred to
as data stream management systems (DSMSs).
This integration offers three major benefits:
• The ability to combine stored or streaming data
from the DSMS with data from the sensornet.
For example, users may want to compute a join
to decide if readings from a motion-detector are
correlated with network activity, or if truck locations match the expected locations on the planned
route.
• A single, integrated interface for interacting with
both the streaming database and the sensor network. TinyDB currently allows users to log
query results into a RDBMS table via JDBC,
but queries must still be input to TinyDB independently of the RDBMS. By providing a single,
seamless system, users are only required to learn
to configure and interact with one set of interfaces.
• The ability to optimize between the database system and the sensor network. For example, it may
be desirable to push certain filters and aggregates
into the sensor network if user queries are interested in only particular subsets or coarse summaries of readings.
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Figure 1: General Architecture
We have begun the development of a next generation stream processing system, called Borealis [2],
with a team from Brandeis, Brown, and MIT. This
demonstration shows one piece of this larger project
where the stream processing engine seamlessly queries
a SNQP system.
Our demo includes sensors deployed in the demo
area in a tiny mockup of a factory application; users
can query both Borealis and TinyDB, and see the
power consumption and efficiency of execution of their
queries. A detailed description of our demonstration
is provided in Section 4. Next we describe the general
architecture of our system with a description of a few
of the technical challenges.
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Architecture

The architecture allows the sensor network to communicate its processing capabilities and constraints,
along with descriptions of the data it can produce to
the DSMS. It also provides a translation mechanism
so that query operations entered through the DSMS
application interface can be performed in the sensornet should the system choose to do so. In addition,
it provides a way to resolve contrasting optimization
goals of sensor networks and DSMSs. Finally, the architecture is sufficiently general so that future efforts
to integrate other forms of data sources (with limited
query processing capabilities) with DSMSs (such as
xml-streams, web sources or even other DSMSs) can
be worked into the same architecture.
Figure 1 shows an overview of our architecture.
Here we show a DSMS (in our demonstration, a Borealis prototype) distributed across 3 sites, two of which
receive data from sensor networks. The fundamental
idea behind the integration architecture is to place a
proxy intermediary at each interface between sensor
networks and instances of the DSMS. The role of the
proxy is to make the sensor network appear to the
DSMS instance as if it were another instance running

on a different site. The DSMS can then move operators
and stored relations across the server/sensor boundary with the same ease as if it were moving across
server/server boundaries.
We assume that each sensornet is uniquely connected to just one DSMS instance and that the sensornet is capable of performing some portion of the
query plan. The proxy has three primary functions.
First, it gathers statistics about constraints of connected subnetworks so that it can reject proposals from
the DSMS to move operators or stored relations into
the network (or change the parameters of operators
already in the sensor network) that the sensor network does not have the processing power, storage, or
bandwidth capacity to handle. Second, if it accepts an
operator on behalf of the sensor network, it selects the
appropriate implementation of the operator. Finally,
it works with the DSMS to optimize the query (with
respect to application QoS). This third function is described in Section 3. These functions are performed by
the proxy for all connected sensor networks. However
the proxy needs information about the current state of
each connected subnetwork (e.g. how much available
bandwidth is being used or how much power is remaining). For this reason, the proxy interacts with its sensornets using a wrapper for each network as shown in
Figure 2. The wrapper provides a standardized API
to integrate the connected sensornets into the optimization process. That includes a set of meta data
which describes the related sensornet. All additional
data sources to the DSMS are connected through these
wrappers.
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Query Optimization

Query optimization across a DSMS-sensor network integration faces three primary challenges. First, the
processing capabilities of the sensor network is much
smaller than the capabilities of the DSMS and thus
only a subset of potential query plans (mappings of
query operators to nodes upon which they will be run
and implementations of these operators) can actually
be executed.
Second, in contrast to a DSMS, in a sensor network
the same operator will be run on multiple nodes (for

standard SNQPs such as TinyDB). Thus, the decision
is not where to put an operator in the sensor network,
but whether to place an operator in the network at all.
Such a decision must be made in a centralized manner
since the result affects multiple nodes. The proxy architecture described above provides a simple solution
to both of these problems in that the proxy serves as
a central decision maker that is cognizant of the processing capabilities of the underlying network and can
accept or reject query plans and operator movements
using knowledge of these capabilities. For example,
if the sensor network does not support windowed aggregations, the proxy can reject all query plans that
involve the network performing a windowed aggregate
operator.
The third challenge is that a DSMS and a sensor network have different and potentially conflicting
goals. The DSMS is responsible for maximizing the
QoS to end applications, and thus is interested in decreasing latency, increasing throughput, and maximizing the quality of results delivered to these applications. In contrast, a sensor network is primarily concerned with minimizing power consumption in order to
extend lifetime and reduce cost. In some cases, these
goals conflict. As a case in point consider whether
or not to place a join operation (of sensor data with a
static table) in a sensor network. Assume that the join
predicate is highly selective, but that the static table is
large so that the table must be horizontally partitioned
and the join performed in parallel on many sensors.
Assuming the network has the processing capability
for the operator, it is in the sensor network’s interest
to perform the operation in-network since it reduces
the number of transmitted tuples and thus power used.
Due to the lossy nature of wireless communication, tuples generated by sensors might not reach nodes storing parts of the static join table, leading to lost join
results. This affects the quality of results observed by
the end application. While the sensor network might
want to perform the join in-network, the DSMS might
prefer to have the network just transmit the original
data and perform the join once the data reaches the
wired interface.
We attempt to solve this problem by aggregating
sensor network constraints into one lifetime metric and
supplementing DSMS QoS with an additional dimension to optimize. The lifetime of a query is equal to
the minimum of the lifetimes of all data sources of this
query. Lifetime can be thought of as a fixed amount of
service the DSMS has bought from the sensor network.
When the service runs out, no data will be produced
for the query. This effectively terminates the query as
a consequence. The more work the query requires of a
sensor network, the faster the fixed amount of service
is used. Thus, there is cost observable to the application in making decisions that might improve latency or
quality while also increasing power utilization in the
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Figure 3: Query Shown as a Workflow Diagram
sensor network. This allows the DSMS to choose in
which direction of the power/latency/quality trade-off
to optimize using application QoS functions.
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Demonstration Highlights

This demonstration shows a simulated factory environment with temperature sensitive construction phases.
The factory produces a product whose creation requires the temperature to remain in a small, fixed
range that varies over time. Should the temperature
fall outside this range, the product is in danger of being damaged and action must be taken immediately.
A continuous query is thus desired that joins aggregate
temperature readings from sensors located at various
positions in the factory with a time-indexed relation
that encodes the desired temperature range. Should
the temperature ever fall outside the required range,
an appropriate reaction can be taken (such as to halt
production until temperature falls within the required
range).
We simulate this factory query with a small factory replica built out of Lego and placing inside it a
portable air conditioner and several Mica motes that
can sense ambient temperature.
The continuous query demonstrated is (in a derivative of TinySQL [8]):
SELECT a.atemp, a.anum
FROM schedule AS s,
(SELECT AVG(temp) AS atemp,
COUNT(temp) AS anum
FROM sensors) AS a
WHERE s.ts > t.tsmin AND
s.ts < t.tsmax AND
a.atemp > t.tempmin AND
a.atemp < t.tempmax
This query can be more clearly shown in a workflow
diagram as in Figure 3.
As shown, the sensors relay their temperature readings through the proxy to the DSMS which then aggregates these readings and joins them with a stored table. There is clearly an alternative choice for where the
aggregation and join can be performed: the sensor network. However, the decision of where to perform these

operators has a variety of consequences on the QoS dimensions of power utilization, tuple loss rate, and latency. Further, the system has the option of changing
the sensor sample rate to maximize the lifetime-tuple
quality trade-off.
The demonstration shows, through a QoS monitor
graphical interface, how QoS varies with system optimization decisions of operator movements and sensor
sample rates. Other monitors show the results in each
individual QoS dimension of these optimization decisions (the user can see the lifetime QoS increase when
the aggregate operator moves into the sensor network
and the quality dimension increasing at the same time
as lifetime decreasing as the sensor sample rate is increased). The effects on latency, loss rate, and lifetime
of moving the join operator into the sensor network depend on the size of the static table and the selectivity
of the join predicates. We allow the user to send updates to the join table to observe how changing these
statistics increases or decreases QoS upon moving the
join into the network. We also allow the user to change
the temperature of the air conditioned “factory” and
to change the parameters of the query to observe the
DSMS/sensor network integration successfully run the
query.
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Conclusion

It is clear that the integration of sensor networks and
DSMSs is important. Sensor networks serve as a natural data source to DSMSs, and in return DSMSs are
capable of executing much more complex operations on
the data than nodes in the network, allowing a wider
variety of queries to be performed on sensor produced
data. Integration of these systems to create a unified query plan that will execute across DSMS/sensor
boundaries is not a trivial task because of the different
architectures and assumptions of these systems. Sensor networks (using SNQPs such as TinyDB) perform
the same operation in parallel across many different
nodes in a lossy and power constrained environment.
The DSMS performs only one instance of an operation
on a server node with fewer power, CPU, and storage
constraints. Optimization of this query plan presents
further difficulties. We demonstrate a successfully integrated sensor network and DSMS where user queries
can be run and optimized across these heterogeneous
query processing components.
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